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‘Rakesh Mohan presents a masterly review of the development of India’s financial system and monetary policy … [his] account has the authoritative ring of an insider, tempered by the objectivity of a researcher. An invaluable read.’ — MONTEK S. AHLUWALIA, Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission

‘This book presents a singular, unique and original contribution to the debate that is ongoing on the future of the global economy in a world that is highly volatile and uncertain. … Undoubtedly the best book on Indian economy.’ — Y. V. REDDY, Governor, Reserve Bank of India

‘This book by Rakesh Mohan is truly fascinating … What distinguishes this book … is its in-depth analysis of India’s past development record, the present situation, and what needs to be done to maintain high growth in the future.’ — BIMAL JALAN, Former Governor, Reserve Bank of India

‘India achieved strong economic growth and financial stability at a time when most economies were unable to achieve either of these. Rakesh Mohan builds on his unique experience in the Indian Central Bank and Ministry of Finance to explain this impressive performance.’ — MARTIN FELDSTEIN, George F. Baker Professor of Economics, Harvard University and President Emeritus, NBER

‘… The Indian economy matters, and after reading this book you will far better understand its increasingly impressive performance and future.’ — STEPHEN S. ROACH, Yale University and Non-Executive Chairman Morgan Stanley Asia

‘This book shows how emerging market central bankers care about the real sector and [then] see the role of finance as supporting real sector growth through stability, inclusiveness, and entrepreneurship. An indispensable handbook by a central banker for one-fifth of mankind, for all central bankers who care about real development.’ — ANDREW SHENG, Chief Adviser to the China Banking Regulatory Commission

About the Book
With the unique perspective of a central banker-cum-academician, Rakesh Mohan provides a rare insider view of the development and workings of central banking and the financial sector in India. Unravelling the key to India’s macroeconomic and financial stability in a highly volatile, globalized world, the volume covers five broad topics:

• The Indian economic growth experience since Independence and the role of fiscal and monetary policies in the growth process
• Role of the financial sector in fostering overall growth
• The functioning of monetary policy, with a focus on managing the impossible trinity
• Assessment of the factors and policies leading to the global financial crisis, and lessons for the future
• Critical reforms needed for maintaining and accelerating growth

Readership
Topical and authoritative, this volume is a must read for students and researchers of economics, finance, and management as well as policymakers, bankers, and analysts.

About the Author
Rakesh Mohan is Professor in the Practice of International Economics and Finance, School of Management and Senior Fellow, Jackson Institute of Global Affairs, Yale University. Prior to this he was Deputy Governor, Reserve Bank of India and Secretary, Department of Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance.
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